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Abstract

We present a visual exploration of the field of human-computer interaction through the

author and article metadata of four of its major conferences: the ACM conferences on

Computer-Human Interaction (CHI), User Interface Software and Technology (UIST) and

Advanced Visual Interfaces (AVI) and the IEEE symposium on Information Visualization

(InfoVis). This article describes many global and local patterns we discovered in this

dataset, together with the exploration process that produced them. Some expected

patterns emerged, such as that — like most social networks — co-authorship and citation

networks exhibit a power-law degree distribution, with a few widely-collaborating authors

and highly-cited articles. Also, the prestigious and long-established CHI conference has

the highest impact (citations by the others). Unexpected insights included that the years

when a given conference was most selective are not correlated with those that produced its

most highly-referenced articles, and that influential authors have distinct patterns of

collaboration.

An interesting sidelight is that methods from the HCI field — exploratory data analysis

by information visualization and direct-manipulation interaction — proved useful for this

analysis. They allowed us to take an open-ended, exploratory approach, guided by the

data itself. As we answered our original questions, new ones arose; as we confirmed

patterns we expected, we discovered refinements, exceptions, and fascinating new ones.
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Introduction

Peer-reviewed publications are a scientific community’s fundamental mechanism of

communicating and assessing its results. Therefore, studying the patterns and structure of

these publications can reveal much about the community and its evolution over time. This

article describes the structure of two overlapping communities: Human-Computer

Interaction (HCI) and its outgrowth Information Visualization, based upon analysis of

publication metadata from four of their conferences: the ACM Conference on Human

Factors in Computing Systems (CHI), the ACM Symposium on User Interface Software

and Technology (UIST), the ACM Working Conference on Advanced Visual Interfaces

(AVI), and the IEEE Symposium on Information Visualization (InfoVis).

Performing this kind of study can benefit both members of the field itself and those

who interact with them from outside. Novice researchers in HCI find a road map to its

landmark research, central authors and institutions, and important trends. Experienced

researchers get a global overview to help them clarify intuitions about their and their

colleagues’ roles in the community. Finally, to outsiders interested in evaluating

researchers and programs, or scientometricians studying the methods and communities of

science, such studies also provide context for comparing the HCI field to other areas of

research.

Our analysis is based on data-driven visual exploration, in which the structure and

content of the publication data itself has been allowed to guide the process. Whereas

previous related studies usually begin with a priori questions and an expected model, we

endeavor to develop our insights directly from the data. Exploratory analysis is based on

several general questions: What are the global trends? What are the local trends? What
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are the outliers? The great strength of exploratory analysis is its ability to raise

unexpected questions. The drawback is that analysis can become a very drawn-out

process, as the answer to one question raises many others that require further analysis. In

this article, we describe our exploration process and provide a subset of interesting points

for reflection, but we cannot hope to present a complete analysis of the field of

human-computer interaction.

This article is organized as follows: We present a discussion of related work, and

then describe the process of dataset collection and cleaning, our approach to visual

exploration, and how the visualizations were created. The central part of the article is the

actual analysis, divided into three sections: an overview of the field describing important

work, key researchers and the main topics across time for the four conferences; information

about how articles reference each other and the patterns of citations between authors; and

the collaboration networks that compare the community structure across conferences.

Finally, we discuss the lessons learned from this analysis in the context of HCI research.

Related Work

This section is a brief account of the state of the art in analyzing the publication

data of scientific communities, as well as a summary of similar studies previously

presented.

Publication Data and Small-World Networks

Studying the structure of a research field such as HCI is called scientometrics: the

science of analyzing science. Scientometrics has a rich history and a dedicated journal

published several times a year since 1979. The use of bibliographics or informetrics (data

on publications) for scientometrics date back to 1965 (Price, 1965) and the description of

informetrics in 1990 (Egghe & Rousseau, 1990). From sources such as our HCI publication

dataset, several social networks can be extracted. The most studied are co-authorship
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networks (networks formed by researchers authoring articles together), affiliation networks

(bipartite networks of researchers and their institutions) and citation networks (networks

formed by articles and their references).

Citation and co-authorship networks have been especially studied, in part because

they exhibit a small-world structure (Watts & Strogatz, 1998). In (Newman, 2003),

Newman presents several types of small-world networks including biological networks,

social networks, information networks, and technological networks. He explains how

small-world networks reflect the structure of networks in the real world.

These networks have three main properties:

• Node degree has a power-law distribution;

• The network has a high clustering coefficient, that is, it is locally dense; and

• The network has a short average distance; the average distance between any two

nodes is small.

Power-law distributions are frequent in social networks. With such a distribution,

the number of items with a specified rank x is P [X = x] ≈ x
−α where α is a positive

constant called the exponent of the power-law. The larger α, the more biased the

distribution, with the first few items dominating the rest. In a publication network, this

distribution is found in the degrees of the actors, but also in several others characteristics

such as the number of citations.

The clustering coefficient for a vertex is the proportion of links between the vertices

within its neighbor vertices divided by the number of links that could possibly exist

between them.

The short average distance has popular applications in mathematics where the

Erdös number (Goffman, 1969) is computed for each mathematician as the distance to

Paul Erdös in the co-authorship network. Since 1994, the same concept has been applied

for the Kevin Bacon number for actors. More recently, the Jonathan Grudin number has
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been presented for the CSCW community (Horn, Finholt, Birnholtz, Motwani, &

Jayaraman, 2004).

Studies and Systems

The analysis of co-authorship networks started in the mid-90s with (Kretschner,

1994; Grossman & Ion, 1995; Melin & Persson, 1996). These networks have been studied

to provide information on the structure of a particular community (Newman, 2001), as

well as the comparison of several communities, such as biology, physics and computer

science (Newman, 2004). In the field of HCI, several studies have been published in the

CSCW conferences (Horn et al., 2004; Jacovi et al., 2006) and a contest was organized for

InfoVis 2004.

Most of these studies had a priori hypotheses that they evaluated by statistical

methods. For example, Newman’s research work mainly focuses on proving that the

networks he collected are small-world networks. (Horn et al., 2004) exclusively studies the

relations of CSCW researchers with the rest of the HCI fields and how they evolved with

time. (Jacovi et al., 2006) is even more focused: its goal is to identify chasm articles

(articles with a higher impact outside a community than within it.) None of the previous

studies aimed to provide an overview of the HCI field and its important work. Also, only

one was structured in a way that allowed unexpected insights: entrants in the InfoVis

2004 contest, analyzing 8 years of proceedings from the InfoVis conference

(1995–2002) (Fekete, Grinstein, & Plaisant, 2004) were answering more open-ended

questions and could present answers to new questions triggered by insights from the visual

exploration aimed at answering the original set of questions.

For example, Ke et al. (Ke, Börner, & Viswanath, 2004) ran statistical analyzes and

illustrated their findings with node-link diagrams created with JUNG to show most the

important researchers and articles—filtering the dataset to obtain a readable
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representation. PaperLens (Lee, Czerwinski, Robertson, & Bederson, 2004), developed by

the University of Maryland and Microsoft Research, focused on interaction and simple

histograms to explore statistics such as the number of articles, author centrality and topic

clustering. In-Spire (Wong et al., 2004), a system created by the PNNL, produced a

landscape of topics and showed their evolution. Finally, a student team from the

University of Sydney worked on 3D and animated visualization of the community’s

evolution through time (Ahmed, Dwyer, Murray, Song, & Wu, 2004).

This article takes a broader view, analyzing and comparing the communities

expressed in the data of four HCI conferences over their life spans, as well as a view of the

overall community seen by combining the data. However, it uses a similar exploratory

approach. We describe several stages of a breadth-first search into the data, with answers

or partial answers to our first set of questions followed by another round of inquiry into

the interesting questions the first exploration raised, and so on up to the limits of our

available time and ingenuity.

As indicated by the information visualization contest above, visualization has

recently been put to use for studying scientific communities; (Börner, Chen, & Boyack,

2003) gives an overview of relevant techniques and tools. VxInsight (Davidson,

Hendrickson, Johnson, Meyers, & Wylie, 1998; Boyack, Wylie, & Davidson, 2002) is a

general knowledge management system where relations between articles (i.e. citations and

keywords) are used to map the data objects to a 3D terrain that is rearranged using a

force-directed layout scheme. Boyack et al. used the tool to map the backbone of all

scientific fields based on a large number of journal articles (Boyack, Klavans, & Börner,

2005). Similarly, CiteSpace (Chen, 2006) (recently updated to its second version) provide

support for the full work process for studying a scientific community, including operations

such as filtering, time slicing, pruning, merging, and visual inspection.

Finally, another approach to studying scientific publications focuses on the aspects
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of time; examples include research fronts analysis (Morris, Yen, Wu, & Asnake, 2003) and

historiographs (Garfield, 1973). Although this article focuses on summary graphs of

authors, articles and conferences throughout their history, it presents a few time-related

aspects as well.

Research Methods

The two primary components of this work were data collection, cleaning and

processing followed by visual exploration of the resulting datasets. In fact, these occurred

in numerous stages and cycles. Often it was the visual exploration that revealed faults

with the data cleaning or suggested new data to collect or combinations and calculations

that would be useful to explore.

Data Collection and Processing

We restricted our analysis to the four conferences CHI, UIST, AVI and InfoVis for a

variety of practical reasons. First, the Metadata of the first three is managed by ACM, is

publicly available in a usable format and is relatively complete and accurate compared

with that from other sources.

For example, IEEE Digital Library metadata does not contain reference and citation

information. Since this information has been added up to 2003 by the IEEE InfoVis 2004

Contest organizers, we have been able to use it. In contrast, the HCI Bibliography

(hcibib.org) does not provide references and citations so we have not used it.

Another consideration was limiting the dataset size, which is already near the limit

of what many current visualization tools can analyze. We also considered the selected

conferences as a good overview of the HCI field. In particular, while data from the ACM

Computer-Supported Cooperative Work (CSCW) conference would have been interesting

to include, we opted not to because two analyzes of this community have been published,

one in 2004 and another in 2006 (Horn et al., 2004; Jacovi et al., 2006). Finally, we

hcibib.org
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restricted our dataset to conference data because they are considered as the most

important form of publications by HCI practitioners. Furthermore, journal articles and

books are sufficiently different in their time scale and impact on the community that we

felt comparisons between the two would be difficult.

While it may be argued that the AVI conference is insignificant in comparison to the

other conferences selected for this analysis, we picked it due to precisely this reason: it is a

young and upcoming conference which exhibits many of the typical patterns of

newcomers. The analysis shows many of these signs of a still-immature conference, such as

unstable co-authorship network and unformed communities.

Data Collection.

We began with the InfoVis 2004 Contest dataset, which covers the InfoVis

conferences from 1995 to 2002. The data originally provided by the IEEE Digital Library

(DL) had been extensively cleaned and corrected by the contest organizers. We used a

version with additional curation provided by the University of Indiana as part of their

contest submission. The datasets for the other 3 conferences were provided by the ACM

Digital Library: the CHI conferences from 1983 to 2006, the UIST conferences from 1988

to 2005, and the AVI conferences from 1994 to 2006 (AVI is held every 2 years). The

ACM DL provided an XML file for each conference with the title, authors, and other

information about each article, including the unambiguous ACM identifiers of the articles

it references wherever the curators were able to resolve them (see Figure 1).

Figure 2 shows an overview of the timeline of the four conferences as well as the

coverage of the publication data used in this article. Note that data is missing for AVI

2002 and that the coverage of InfoVis ends in 2002.

We only collected information for full-length papers, excluding short articles, poster

and demo submissions, contest entries, keynotes, panels, and so forth. For each

conference, we collected the following information: proceedings ACM identifier, conference
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ACM identifier and its acronym, proceedings title, proceedings description and copyright

year. For each article, we collected the following information: article ACM identifier, title,

subtitle, list of keywords attributed by the authors, abstract, page numbers in the

proceedings, a list of citations to the article with the citing paper’s ACM identifiers where

identified, a list of authors, and their authoring sequence number. Self-citations were not

removed from the dataset. Finally, for each author we collected their ACM identifier, first,

middle and last names.

Data Processing.

It is important to note that our dataset is incomplete. First, the ACM metadata is

incomplete, especially for early conferences. While it does contain basic information such

as title, authors, and dates for each conference article, not all references are present, and

not all references that are present have been unambiguously resolved. Secondly, because

we only processed files from the four conference series, even identified articles from other

conferences have missing detailed information, such as authors. Because such missing data

could easily have misled our analysis, considerable caution is advised in interpreting both

the visualizations and the statistics.

In addition to missing information, the datasets contain duplicated author

identifiers, a common problem when dealing with publication data. Author names may be

misspelled or use initials instead of full names, or authors may change their names or use

different combinations of formal and informal names and initials on different papers,

producing multiple identifiers we call aliases for a single person. Our efforts were aided by

the recently-developed D-Dupe program from the University of Maryland (Bilgic,

Licamele, Getoor, & Shneiderman, 2006). D-Dupe uses both name and co-authorship

similarity in an interactive process to resolve aliases. We divided our de-duplication

process into four stages, from the easiest to the more complex cases.

• We merged authors according to an alias attribute previously computed for the
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InfoVis 2004 Contest. Katy Börner and her students had cleaned this dataset manually.

For each of the 109 authors with aliases, they added an attribute to the original identifier

in their database.

• We merged authors with exact similarity of last, middle and first names. Authors

who used only a last name and a first name were merged them according to 2 criteria: if

they had at least one co-author in common, and if their name subjectively and/or

objectively did not seem to be common. (For example, two “Pedro Szekely”s would have

been merged, but not two “J. Smith”s.) To define if a name was common or not, we used

our own knowledge in addition to the search feature of D-Dupe. In the above example, for

instance, a D-Dupe search on “Szekely” returns only 4 results, against 39 for “Smith”.

• We merged authors with similar last name and more than one co-author in

common. In that case we also used our knowledge of the field to avoid merging, for

example, husband and wife Gary M. Olson and Judith S. Olson who have 7 co-authors in

common. Still, we merged the 7 identifiers of William Buxton (as W. Buxton, William

Buxton twice, William A. S. Buxton, Bill Buxton twice and B. Buxton).

• Finally, we had to deal with more complex cases: two persons with similar last

names (relatively common) without any co-authors in common. To solve that case, we

searched for information on the Web, looking for home pages and list of publications.

Interestingly, in these cases the results were almost equally divided: half turned out to be

the same individual collaborating with different teams, and half were different persons.

This result implies that such cases will be difficult to resolve automatically.

The process took almost a day. We stopped when name similarity was less than

80%, being aware that duplicated authors still remained. We found a total of 516 aliases

over the 6143 authors (8.3%). The maximum number of aliases was 7 apiece for Ben

Shneiderman and William Buxton.
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Visual Exploration Method

The collected results from the above data collection and processing produced a

graph with 26,942 vertices and 118,865 relations. This graph contains three types of

vertices: 332 conferences, 5,109 authors and 21,501 articles. Of the articles, 18,573 are

missing some information, and 4,797 do not even have an ACM identifier. The network

has three types of relations: 3,254 edges linking articles to the conference they appeared

in, 9,030 edges linking articles to their authors, and 85,319 edges between articles (i.e.

references). From these three, we computed additional relations: author-author for both

co-authorship (10,631 relations) and citation, and conference impact (citations aggregated

at the conference-conference level).

As stated in the introduction, we used an exploratory process to analyze the cleaned

HCI publication data. This process does not require a priori hypothesis or questions to

evaluate, but seeks to generate and evaluate hypotheses—about global and local trends

and outliers—interactively during the exploration.

Visualizing and interacting with this data requires a system able to handle large

graphs. Our analysis primarily used MatrixExplorer (Henry & Fekete, 2006) and

NodeTrix (Henry, Fekete, & McGuffin, 2007) (both built upon the InfoVis Toolkit (Fekete,

2004)), GUESS (Adar, 2006) (based on JUNG1), and the R statistical package (R

Development Core Team, 2006).

We used GUESS and its powerful scripting language to query graphs and

manipulate their attributes. However, handling these large node-link diagrams induced

some delay. Getting a readable overview of the full graph was also a challenge. For this

reason, unlike most other studies, we choose to use an adjacency matrix representation of

the graphs to explore the data in ways that would have been difficult otherwise.

We used the MatrixExplorer and NodeTrix tools to provide us with both matrix

and node-link representations of the graphs. These systems offer interactive tools to
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manipulate matrices (filtering, ordering and visual variable affectations) and allows for

synchronized node-link diagrams. They also suffer some delay handling the full graph

(especially to compute reordering), but the readability of the final representations was far

better than with a node-link diagram.

We used matrix representations to explore the graph following a cyclic exploration

process we will attempt to describe. We loaded our full dataset and filtered it by types of

vertices, group of conferences and/or type of relations. For example, we extracted the

co-authorship networks for InfoVis conferences, the citations network across conferences,

or the citations network of CHI authors. For each of the filtered graphs, we then visualized

its macro-structure: the connected components size and number followed by the analysis of

each component independently. For each component, we interactively applied reordering,

filtering, and visual variable affectations. We ended up with a set of insights such as

communities or patterns for each filtered networks. At this stage, we created node-link

visualizations of filtered graphs for each insight we found interesting. We fine-tuned the

node-link visualizations in turn to get readable representations illustrating our findings.

At each stage, our analysis raised many additional questions. Organizing the

exploration process to avoid diverging in several directions was difficult; since we were

tempted to follow each insight independently. We recorded all the interesting questions

but attempted to explore in a breadth-first manner instead of analyzing every individual

question in depth, which often would have required time-consuming investigation on the

Web or interviewing experts.

Although adjacency matrices were effective for exploration, presenting them on a

static page with limited space is a challenge. Therefore, we present both zoomed views of

our large matrices and node-link diagrams of filtered networks to illustrate our analyzes.
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Results

This section describes the results of our visual exploration process. It primarily

documents many observations, tentative explanations and questions for further analysis.

Overview

The first few subsections that follow present fundamental components of the HCI

field and our datasets: its highly-cited authors and articles, the general characteristics of

the four major conferences (CHI, UIST, AVI and InfoVis), and also an analysis of the

evolution of their topics over the years.

Our relatively simple data analysis of this data, using primarily simple statistics,

histograms and plots, explained many general characteristics of the data, but it also raised

many additional interesting questions. We present a subset of these additional results we

actually explored, and also try to give a feeling for a variety of additional queries that can

be performed by filtering, combining, and correlating the data.

The last two subsections are a more in-depth analysis of two networks derived from

the original data: citation networks for conferences, articles and authors, and

co-authorship networks between researchers. Together, they provide a wealth of data

about the structure of the HCI community: the influence of different researchers,

institutions and conferences; the groups of researchers who collaborate strongly and the

wider-ranging collaborations between them.

Authors

We used three measures to identify important researchers of the field (Figure 3). We

collected the total number of articles accepted to define the most prolific authors. We

computed the number of citations to researchers’ articles to define the most cited

researchers. Finally, we computed the social network analysis measure of betweenness
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centrality for each researcher in the largest connected component of the co-authorship

networks for each conference and for all the conferences together. This measure is an

attempt to determine how central an actor is by counting the number of shortest paths

between other authors that go via this researcher.

The common social-network concept of “betweenness-centrality” in this context

must be interpreted carefully: it may not necessarily indicate success. For example,

researchers who move from one institution to another or students who graduate and take

a job elsewhere become more central not because of their work per se, but because of

geographic (topographic) factors. Nevertheless, very central actors do link communities

and are therefore perceived as central.

Citations and Number of Articles.

When examining Figure 3 and the general statistics on authors, we observe a

correlation between the number of citations and the number of articles. In general, the

most cited researchers are also the most prolific, implying that they are actively

contributing to the field in terms of quality and quantity. The five most-cited include the

trio of Stuart Card, Jock Mackinlay and George Robertson (abbreviated as

Card-Mackinlay-Robertson), followed by William Buxton and Ben Shneiderman.

We notice two exceptions to this trend: Edward Tufte and Ravin Balakrishnan.

Edward Tufte has only two referenced works (both books), but he is cited almost forty

times. This is easily explained: Tufte has few publications in this field because he is not

an HCI researcher, but these books are seminal works for information visualization that

are frequently cited by articles in the field. Ravin Balakrishnan is exceptional in the

opposite direction: the sixth most prolific author with almost forty published articles, he

is nevertheless cited approximately 50% less than similarly-prolific authors such as

William Buxton or George Robertson. One interpretation might be that much of his work

relies on specialized technologies unavailable to the majority of HCI researchers, which
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limits the number of citations until and if they become more generally accessible. Another

is that despite his high number of publications, he is much younger than the other most

cited researchers and his articles did not had as much time to get cited.

Centrality.

Each conference has a different set of most-central researchers. For the CHI

community, they are William Buxton, Thomas Landauer and Thomas Moran. For the

UIST community, Scott Hudson is the most central researcher, while Takeo Igarashi, Ken

Hinckley and Brad Myers have a similar betweenness-centrality. For InfoVis, Ben

Shneiderman and Stuart Card are almost equal as the most-central figures. AVI has a

very disconnected network with many small connected components, the largest of which

contains only about twenty researchers. Therefore, we cannot rely on centrality measures

to identify a particular researcher. Our conclusion is that AVI does not yet have a stable

set of communities.

Considering the centrality of the aggregated conferences, notice that all the central

authors of CHI, UIST and InfoVis are in the top twenty except Takeo Igarashi. This

would imply that he does not collaborate much with the other central figures of HCI, and

in fact he is more active in the interactive 3D community than in HCI. Figure 4 shows the

collaboration between the twenty most central researchers in our dataset.

Articles

The two most cited articles across CHI, UIST, AVI and InfoVis are “Cone Trees:

Animated 3D Visualizations of Hierarchical Information” (Robertson, Mackinlay, & Card,

1991), published at CHI in 1991 and cited 70 times, and “Generalized Fisheye

Views” (Furnas, 1986), published at CHI in 1986 and cited 66 times (Figure 6).

Sources of Key Articles.

Articles from the CHI conference are the most heavily cited, representing six of the
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top ten and seven of the top twenty. Interestingly, browsing the keywords of these articles

reveals that the majority deal with information visualization. Moreover, Edward Tufte’s

book, “The Visual Display of Quantitative Information” (Tufte, 1983), one of the seminal

works of information visualization, is the third most cited research work. While this shows

that information visualization is an active topic in HCI, the result should be interpreted

carefully; since visualization is the major focus of both the InfoVis and AVI conferences.

Interestingly, articles from the InfoVis conference itself appear unexpectedly low in this

ranking. The first, “Visualizing the Non-Visual: Spatial Analysis and Interaction with

Information from Text Documents” (Wise et al., 1995), appears at the 20th position.

These low impact numbers are probably partly due to the fact that information

visualization as a specialized sub-field is more likely to cite general HCI papers than the

reverse. However, the ages of the conferences are another key. Not only are authors likely

to submit their best work to established conferences, but influential papers often amass

citations for many years. Similarly, the first-ranked article of the AVI conference (held

every other year since 1992 in Italy, but becoming much more prominent around 2000)

appears only at the 43rd position: “Fishnet: a fisheye web browser with search term

popouts” (Baudisch, Lee, & Hanna, 2004). By contrast, four articles from the also-small

UIST conference appear in the top twenty, including one in the top ten: “SATIN: A

Toolkit for Informal Ink-Based Applications” (Hong & Landay, 2000). Besides its longer

history (at 18 years it is the second-oldest), this may also reflect UIST’s more general HCI

focus.

Another interesting insight is that two articles of SIGGRAPH 1993 are much-cited

in HCI (in the 14th and 24th position): “Pad: an alternative approach to the computer

interface” (Perlin & Fox, 1993). and “Toolglass and magic lenses: the see-through

interface” (Bier, Stone, Pier, Buxton, & DeRose, 1993). This could suggest that

SIGGRAPH has more impact on the community than internal conferences.
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Authors of Key Articles.

Figure 5 shows references among main authors. Some key articles have a single

author: George Furnas, Edward Tufte and Jock Mackinlay each individually authored one

the field’s ten most-cited articles. However, collaboration seems to be a more reliable

route to success. Not only did the trio of Card-Mackinlay-Robertson co-author three

articles in the top ten, but Jock Mackinlay holds the record of six articles in the top

twenty, and Stuart Card is the single most-cited researcher in the field.

Conferences

For each paper, we extracted its number of references to other articles, and the

number of citations from other articles to it. Then, for each conference we computed the

number of articles accepted and the total numbers of references and citations for all its

papers (Figure 8.) Conferences are grouped by category and ordered chronologically from

the oldest to the most recent.

Accepted Articles.

A global trend for all four conferences is that the number of accepted articles has

increased over the years. CHI accepted 60 articles for its first conference in 1983, rising to

151 long articles in 2006, a 2.5-fold increase over 23 years. AVI and InfoVis also slowly

increased their number of accepted articles. UIST’s pattern was more variable. On the

average, it accepts about 30 articles. However, it started with 22 articles at its first

conference, doubled the number of number of accepted articles in 1994; then remained

almost stable with an average of 30 articles accepted each year. The only other exception

was 2003, its 20th anniversary and the largest UIST conference, which accepted 50

articles. We observed that CHI 91, 92 and 93 accepted more articles than the following

conferences: all three accepted over a hundred articles, around 30 articles more than in

1990 and 1994. One could ask if a particular event happened during these three following
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years (1993 was the decennial of CHI), if the submitted articles were of better quality or

simply if the program committee decided to increase the number of accepted articles.

Number of References.

As the number of accepted articles increased, obviously so did the total number of

references. However, the average of references per article also increased. It was stable from

1983 to 1993 with 10 references per article (although the earlier conferences seem to have

a high rate of missing references in the ACM Metadata) but increased to 15 references in

1994; then remained stable for 5 years before finally increasing in 1999 to 20 references

and remaining stable through 2006. UIST 92 is the only exception with an average of 21

references per article. An interesting observation is that the average number of references

evolved similarly for all conferences. Further investigation would be required to define if

the number of pages of submitted articles increased or if another factor explains this

increase.

Acceptance Rate and Most Cited Articles.

The CHI conference published its most-cited articles in 1986 (#1 most-cited), 1991

(#2, 4 and 5), 1997 (#8) and 1994 (#9). However, Figure 7 shows that the conference’s

acceptance rates in those years were relatively high: 39% in 1986 (the highest ever), 23%

in 1991, 24% in 1997 and 27% in 1994—versus its historic average, the lowest being a 15%

acceptance in 2002. Typically, a low acceptance rate is an indicator of quality: there must

be an abundance of strong work if so many papers are rejected. However these results do

not concur. Does a low acceptance rate imply a more conservative article selection process

that deters or filters out unconventional, ground-breaking articles?

Keywords

Our data contains information about the additional keywords authors have added to

their articles (i.e. beyond the standardized ACM Computing Classification System2
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keywords required for some conferences). These keywords are interesting because they

serve as indicators to the ideas and concepts that were current in the scientific

communities at different points in time.

Figure 9 shows a frequency visualization of the 100 most common terms in the

combined keyword corpus for all conferences in the dataset (4,843 unique keywords in

total). Here, keywords are scaled in size according to their relative frequency of

appearance in the dataset. Looking at this figure, it is clear that “information

visualization” (95 counts) is a key concept in the HCI community, but that terms like

“CSCW” (62 counts), “ubiquitous computing” (57 counts), and “visualization” (52

counts) are important as well.

In Figure 10, we see similar frequency visualizations for the 50 most common terms

of the individual conferences. We notice that the CHI conference (3,321 terms) has a

much wider variety of terms than any of the other three conferences, and it is clear that

CHI has a broader scope than the others. Also, the emphasis on information visualization

is less pronounced for the CHI dataset, and the most common term here is actually

“CSCW” (46 terms as opposed to 38 for “information visualization”). Both AVI (494

terms) and InfoVis (474 terms) are much more focused on visualization. Looking more

closely at the individual keywords it seems that AVI has a wider array of general HCI

subjects, whereas InfoVis—not surprisingly—focuses on visual representations of different

kinds of data. Finally, the UIST (1,206 terms) conference shows a mix of the other three,

yet has also a strong emphasis on user interfaces, toolkits, and programming.

Finally, we are also interested in studying the use of these keywords and concepts

over time to get an idea of how ideas and trends rise and fall in the history of the four

conferences. Figure 11 presents a timeline from 1983 to 2006 of the 59 most common

keywords for all conferences. Darkness indicates high counts, so we can immediately

notice the high emphasis on information visualization and interaction techniques in 2000.
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Other insights include the introduction of the term information visualization in 1991

(corresponding to the three big papers published by PARC at CHI that year (Card,

Robertson, & Mackinlay, 1991; Mackinlay, Robertson, & Card, 1991; Robertson et al.,

1991)), the large number of popular concepts that were introduced in 1992, and the late

shift to trends such as privacy, ethnography, and, particularly, ubiquitous computing in

the 90s.

Of equal interest are keywords that no longer are in use, or which have exhibited

periods of revival. For the former category, “user interface management systems” is a

good example, appearing only in articles published in 1987 and then never again. The

term “constraints”, similarly, appeared in 1992 and then immediately went out of fashion.

For the latter category, the term “usability” is perhaps the best example. It appeared in

the very first CHI conference in 1983; then disappeared; made a strong comeback in 1992,

remained prominent for a long time, but has not been seen since 2004.

Citation Networks

This section analyzes three citation networks: citations between conferences,

between articles and between authors. Conference citations show the impact of each

conference on the others; article citations highlight key articles and their relationships.

The author citation network has the most interesting patterns, because how authors cite

each other reveals patterns in the community. Citation patterns reveal many influences,

and demonstrate research trends over time.

Citations Between Conferences.

Figure 12a is a matrix visualization of the inter-conference citation network,

showing how the conferences reference each other. The four conferences, CHI, UIST, AVI

and InfoVis, are arranged on the rows and columns, grouped by conference and then

ordered by year, most-recent first. The darkness and numeric value in each matrix cell
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show the number of citations from the conference printed on the row to articles of the

conference printed on the column. Elements on the diagonal are articles referencing

another article in the same year, which are most interesting when they refer to articles

submitted to the same conference.

Conference Impact In informal interviews, researchers in the field frequently described

the CHI conferences as having the most impact and prestige, pointing to its high number

of articles published despite a low acceptance rate and large number of attendees as

indicators that articles published at CHI have the most impact in the field. If we define

the impact of a conference as its number of articles cited by other conferences over the

years, we can observe that CHI conferences have indeed had a strong impact on the field.

Figures 8c and 12a show that CHI conferences have a strong impact on the other three.

Articles from CHI 99, CHI 97, CHI 95, CHI 92 and CHI 91 represent the majority of

references, while CHI 86 has the unique distinction of having been referenced by every

subsequent conference and year except UIST’03 and CHI’96. In terms of evolution across

time, Figure 12a shows that a typical CHI conference has a high impact for the six or seven

following years, whereas the impact of UIST or InfoVis is only high for three or four years.

Analyzing the impact of CHI conferences on AVI and InfoVis, we were interested to

notice that only CHI 86, CHI 91, CHI 94 and CHI 95 have had a strong impact. To

analyze this further, we visualized the impact of the CHI articles independently, filtering

to keep only the most-cited ones, resulting in Figure 12b. Comparing the totals for

articles with those for the whole conference brought an even more interesting observation:

for at least two of the four high-impact years, virtually all the references from all the

InfoVis conferences to a particular CHI conference year were to a single article. Fully

100% (42/42) of the InfoVis references to CHI 86 are for “Generalized Fisheye

Views” (Furnas, 1986), and 85% (68/80) of the references to CHI 91 are for “Cone
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Trees” (Robertson et al., 1991). It is surely significant that so much of the impact of the

CHI conference on the InfoVis conference depends on these two early articles.

Average Number of Citations Given that the impact (total citations) of a conference

hinges significantly on a few very highly-cited papers, it is interesting to look at the

average number of citations per paper in a conference as well. Interestingly enough, as

Figure 8d shows, according to this metric it is UIST and not CHI papers that clearly have

a higher average number of citations than the other conferences. At the other end, the

smaller AVI conference, which usually has higher impact than the larger InfoVis, beats it

even more dramatically in citations per paper.

UIST’s higher average citation count comes at a price. Its number of accepted

papers is one clue: UIST has accepted only 20-30 papers since the beginning of the

conference, against nearly 120 for CHI 2006. This is possible because UIST has

maintained a focus on core HCI topics, whereas CHI caters to a much wider range of

interests and accepts papers on a broader range of topics. Like for InfoVis and AVI’s focus

on visualization (see below), these specialized topics may have a narrow audience and thus

lower UIST’s average impact. Clearly, UIST is more selective, but this may mean that its

impact suffers.

It would be interesting to differentiate impact figures by sub-area, for instance by

keyword. However, CHI’s broader focus is also probably a reason for its larger total

audience and impact.

Citation Patterns Figure 12a also implies a correlation between the core topics of CHI

and UIST. Although UIST is much smaller, almost every CHI conference has referenced at

least one UIST article and vice versa, suggesting that the basic interests of their

communities are strongly connected. Similarly, the two visualization-oriented conferences

InfoVis and AVI cite one another. Interestingly, both conferences cite CHI and UIST
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articles far more than the reverse. Presumably, this is a case of a specialized field needing

to cite basic principles of the parent field (however note the above results about much of

the impact depending on a few articles). It is also possible that CHI and UIST are less

open to external articles.

Finally, an unexpected finding is an unusually high number of intra-citations

(citations between articles within the same annual conference) for UIST conferences. The

CHI 91 conference also shows a high number of intra-citations (33 articles referencing

articles of the same conference year). Because intra-citations require authors to know of

other submissions in advance, they indicate an intertwined community with many

co-authorship relationships between groups, and/or prolific research groups that have

multiple papers accepted in a year. By contrast, intra-citations are rare in InfoVis, which

suggests that research groups there are less intertwined or individually less prolific than

for CHI or UIST conferences. Alternate explanations might include reviewing styles and

prejudices: for instance blind reviewing such as CHI uses would make it more difficult to

“ration” multiple acceptances to the same research group.

Article Citation Network.

In an article citation network, articles are the vertices and references between

articles are (directed) edges. We do not present any visualizations of article-citation

structure as they are very large (up to 23000 nodes). Even if heavily filtered, they would

be useless without readable node labels, which is difficult because article titles are

typically longer than names. Therefore, the next few sections of this article present the

results of interactive exploration, illustrated by selected highlights.

Structure An overview of the article citation network is useful to identify how articles

in a conference reference each other, as well as articles outside. Unfortunately, it is

impacted by missing data, in particular for article references outside our core datasets
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that are much less effectively resolved.

A first observation is that for AVI and especially InfoVis, the graph of citations

within the conference articles is much sparser than for CHI or UIST. CHI and UIST have

a longer history, so one interpretation could simply that articles in these conferences have

had more time to impact the field than articles at InfoVis and AVI. Another reason could

be that CHI has far more articles in total (UIST does not, however), or that UIST and

CHI generate more key articles.

Interesting observations concerning the citation matrix presented in Figure 12a is

that CHI and UIST cite each other, AVI cites article from all three conferences, and

InfoVis is more isolated, primarily citing articles in its own conference. Of the few links

that point outside the InfoVis area (towards the top of the diagrams) in the UIST (right

side) or CHI area (left middle and bottom part), most are to a very limited subset of

articles, as previously discussed. This observation confirmed that a conference impact may

rely on a small set of articles (Figure 12b).

Citation Patterns The general observation is that most-cited articles reference each

other. Within those, “Generalized Fisheye Views” (Furnas, 1986) is the only article cited

by others without referencing any of the most cited—trivially explainable as it was

written before them. This article is seminal in the history of both HCI and InfoVis, as its

citations reveal. Studying the top twenty key articles, only two articles cite others without

being cited by them: “The Table Lens: merging graphical and symbolic representations in

an interactive focus + context visualization for tabular information” (Rao & Card, 1994)

and “Pad++: A Zoomable Graphical Interface System” (Bederson & Hollan, 1994). The

explanation is also chronology: published in early 90’s, they are the most recent of our

most-cited article set.

Finally, we noticed that two of these articles cite one another: the “The Information
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Visualizer: an Information Workspace” (Card et al., 1991) and “The Perspective

Wall” (Mackinlay et al., 1991). Again, the explanation is trivial: both were written by the

same authors, the trio of Card-Mackinlay-Robertson all then of PARC, and published at

the same conference, CHI ’91.

Author Citation Network.

In the author citation network, the authors are the vertices and their references to

other authors are the edges. This network is derived from the article citation network by

aggregating articles that connect citing to referenced authors. This network shows how

the important contributors in the field influence each other.

Figure 13 presents heavily-filtered node-link diagrams of the author citation

networks for CHI, UIST, InfoVis and AVI. Filtering all but the most-cited authors allowed

us to see how they cite one another. Node size and darkness redundantly encode each

researcher’s total number of citations, while the width and darkness of the links do the

same for the number of citations from one researcher to another.

Citation Patterns A first observation is that the trio of Card-Mackinlay-Robertson

appear prominently in both the CHI and InfoVis networks, referencing one another

heavily in both article sets. An obvious interpretation was that they were referencing the

breakthrough articles they co-authored in both HCI and information visualization.

In the CHI author citation network, we saw that CHI’s single most-cited author,

William Buxton, is heavily cited by six of the other leading researchers. All cite him much

more than the reverse, with the striking exception of Abigail Sellen, whom he cites far

more. He also cites Hiroshi Ishii and Scott Mackenzie relatively frequently.

Examining the InfoVis author citation network, we observed that Ben Shneiderman

has a pattern similar to William Buxton. Curved links underlined the mutual citation of

Ben Shneiderman and Christopher Ahlberg. These two collaborated (with Christopher
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Williamson) on “Dynamic Queries for Information Visualization” (Ahlberg, Williamson,

& Shneiderman, 1992), one of Ben Shneiderman’s most-referenced articles.

Finally, the much smaller author citation networks of UIST and AVI did not show

strong patterns of citations. For UIST, we could only observe that Scott Hudson is

referenced most often by the most-cited authors.

Considering self-citation, we observed a global pattern that the most-cited

researchers heavily reference their own work. This is not true for AVI, perhaps because

many participants only began contributing after 2000; so the pattern has not had time to

emerge (especially on a biennial schedule). The self citation trend is particularly strong

for the Card-Mackinlay-Robertson trio at CHI and InfoVis, for Hiroshi Ishii and William

Buxton at CHI, as well as for Ben Shneiderman at InfoVis and Scott Hudson at UIST.

Our interpretation is that these authors of multiple breakthrough articles in the field

naturally cite them.

Co-Authorship Networks

We analyzed co-authorship data in two stages. First, we surveyed the

macro-structure of each conference community, describing its connected-components

structure and global statistics (with some comparison to other fields. In the second stage,

we performed a detailed analysis of communities we had identified within this data, first

for the whole HCI community (aggregating the data of all four conferences), and then for

each conference community independently.

Macro Structure.

A connected component is a maximal connected sub-graph: a vertex in one

connected component has no path to any vertex from another connected component. In

this context, this information told us whether the research field is primarily composed of

distinct communities that do not publish together or a single one connected by various
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degrees of co-authorship. Figure 14a is a bar chart of these connected components. Each

bar represents all the components of a given size. Its height is the log of the component

size, and the width represents the number of components of that size. Note that even at a

log scale, CHI and UIST as well as the aggregated data of all the conferences show a

single “giant component”, a very tall and thin (because it has only one element) bar

representing a component containing approximately half the authors, all of whom interact.

This is shown more precisely in Table 14b. By contrast, the largest component in the

InfoVis and AVI graphs is far smaller, representing only 13% and 9%, respectively, of their

authors. The most likely explanation seemed to be that the citation patterns of these

newer conferences had not developed as fully (as well as having time for students to

graduate and researchers to move between institutions); so the joint publications that

would link different community components have not had time to appear. Alternate

explanations included commercial constraints in the visualization field (such as some

research being done with very expensive hardware or proprietary software) that restrained

collaboration between communities.

By way of comparison, Table 14c presents data on several fields extracted from

(Newman, 2001) (Medicine, biology and computer science) and (Horn et al., 2004) (the

HCI field). The HCI data in this table comes from a different source, HCIbib.org, which

does not contain any information on article references. We computed similar measures for

our own data, as (Table 14b) shows, to provide some comparison with other fields.

However, these comparisons should be made with caution, for two reasons:

1. The percentage of incompleteness and errors in these datasets is unknown; and

2. Because the measures are computed on variables which often follow power-law

distributions, averages might not be a good comparison.

Communities of HCI.

Our first analysis was performed on a network composed of the data of all four
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conferences. Here, the largest component is a subgraph containing 2,522 authors.

Standard node-link diagrams of such a large graph would be unreadable without heavy

filtering. Instead, we used the adjacency matrix representation provided by our tool

MatrixExplorer (Henry & Fekete, 2006). The analog of graph layout for this

representation is matrix reordering : finding a 1-D ordering of the nodes that groups

closely-related ones; so the patterns become visible. Traveling Salesman Problem (TSP)

approximation algorithms give good results for reordering many kinds of data. By placing

authors with similar co-authorship patterns nearby, ordering reveals community structures

effectively (even preattentively) as blocks of adjacent edges.

Unfortunately, large matrix visualizations are even harder to fit on printed pages

than node-link ones. Therefore, we present several NodeTrix visualizations of selected

details of these graphs. This representation represents the large-scale network structure

with a standard node-link diagram but converts dense regions that would be unreadable in

node-link as multiple small matrix representations. It includes flexible tools for dragging

and dropping groups of nodes from one to the other. The NodeTrix visualization is

particularly effective for small-world networks. For co-authorship networks,

strongly-connected communities appear as preattentively-visible block patterns on the

matrix display. We created NodeTrix representations by interactively dragging visual

clusters appearing in a matrix representation into a NodeTrix visualization window. Very

large clusters were edited into separate communities to show their detailed structure. This

visualization allowed us to represent the main communities together with the details of

their connections. However, because of the interactive editing and labeling, the results are

subject to interpretation.

Figure 15 presents the visualization created during our analysis process. Reordering

the matrix of the largest component of the co-authorship network reveals several visual

clusters that we have outlined in the upper right corner. A visual cluster in the matrix is
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a sub-matrix denser than the others. It means that the researchers of this sub-matrix

collaborate with each other, i.e. form a community. By zooming in to examine these

clusters closely and applying our own knowledge of the domain, we discovered that these

clusters group researchers primarily by institution or by research topic.

Dragging these visual clusters into a NodeTrix window and dividing them into

smaller communities centered on a main researcher resulted in the visualization at the top

of the Figure 15. A zoomed-in view in the lower left corner shows one of these

communities in detail.

In the data combining all four conferences, we located four main communities:

• CMU-Toronto: a community centered on William Buxton that is composed

primarily of researchers from Carnegie Mellon University and the University of Toronto;

• CSCW-UMD: a community of CSCW researchers that includes a large group of

researchers from Nottingham University: Steve Benford and Chris Greenhalgh, and also

researchers from other institutions such as Ben Bederson from the University or Maryland

and Michel Beaudouin-Lafon from the University of Paris-Sud;

• PARC: a community centered on Stuart Card and Jock Mackinlay, containing Ben

Shneiderman from University of Maryland as well as Elizabeth Mynatt from Georgia Tech;

• Microsoft Research: a community mainly centered on George Robertson, Ken

Hinckley and Patrick Baudisch.

We broke these four large communities in smaller ones and present the NodeTrix

visualization in Figure 15. Each small matrix is a community centered around a researcher

and/or an institution. Two distinct patterns recur in these small matrices: crosses and

blocks. Dark crosses indicate a single researcher who collaborates with many others, while

dark blocks indicate groups of researchers collaborating with each other (a

perfectly-collaborative block, meaning that each member interacts with every other

member, is called a clique, which appears as a fully filled-in dark block; since there is an
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edge in each position between them). For example, the detailed matrix view in the lower

right corner shows Ken Hinckley is linked to many other researchers with a cross-pattern,

while also being part of a smaller clique of Agrawala - Ramos - Hinckley - Baudisch -

Robertson - Czerwinsky - Robbins - Tan. In NodeTrix, the links between the matrices

show how communities are linked at a high level. The width of the link lines shows the

number of researchers involved in the collaboration: for example, George Robertson

collaborated with a third of the researchers in the PARC community and around half of

the researchers in the Hinckley et al. community.

Interacting with the visualization revealed that Ben Shneiderman bridges the PARC

and CSCW-UMD communities. He effectively collaborated with Stuart Card of PARC

and also with researchers from his home institution, the University of Maryland, such as

Ben Bederson and Catherine Plaisant. George Robertson is a bridge between Microsoft

Research (his new institution) and PARC (his former one). The co-authorship

collaboration patterns of other central researchers such as William Buxton have a more

prominent cross pattern, showing that they are the center of collaborations with a large

number of researchers. In the node-link regions between matrices, a cross pattern becomes

a dense web of links converging on the central researcher.

The following sections describe these different communities in more detail. We

present four zoomed-in visualizations of the largest component of the matrix. These show

the clusters CMU-Toronto in Figure 16, CSCW-UMD in Figure 18 PARC in Figure 17

and a portion of the Microsoft Research community in Figure 15.

CMU-Toronto: The central researchers of this cluster are William Buxton, Thomas

Moran, Brad Myers and Iroshi Ishii. Figure 16 is a matrix visualization showing the major

part of this community centered on William Buxton. Shades inside the matrix mark the

strength of the collaborations. Shades in rows and columns indicate the number of
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citations of these researchers. It is clear that William Buxton has had many collaborations

with the most-cited researchers. These researchers have collaborated with each other in

small groups (noticeable as blocks in the matrix). For example, William Buxton, Ravin

Balakrishnan, Tovi Grossman, Thomas Baudel, George Fitzmaurice and Gordon

Kurtenbach form a near-perfect clique. Thomas Moran and Brad Myers appear here as

collaborators of William Buxton, but the remainder of the communities formed around

these two individuals are located off-axis, in another part of the matrix that is not shown.

Finally, the community centered on Iroshi Ishii is visible at the upper left corner of the

matrix. His pattern is similar to William Buxton, a large “cross” of coauthors who did not

collaborate strongly with one another.

CSCW and UMD Figure 18 shows two large cliques connected through Ben Bederson

as well as a large community centered on Chris Greenhalgh and Steven Benford (sparse

block occupying the main part of the matrix). The community at the upper left mainly

contains researchers from the University of Maryland linked to Steven Benford. The

second large block connects members of the European Union-sponsored InterLiving

project. It is interesting to note that the strongest collaboration of this community is

Benford-Greenhalgh (11 co-authored articles) and that they both have very similar

connection patterns, i.e. they have collaborated with the same researchers. The

community centered on them can be further broken down into several smaller groups

(blocks) of researchers who collaborating actively with each other.

Microsoft Research An enlarged NodeTrix view of this community appears in the

lower left corner of Figure 15. The NodeTrix view of its detailed structure includes three

main sub-communities labeled Baudisch et al., Robertson et al. and Hinckley et al.). A

general observation for this cluster is the strong collaborations within Microsoft Research,

especially between George Robertson and Mary Czerwinski who co-authored 16 articles.
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This strength is visible in the matrix representation as gray-scale indicates the strength of

the collaboration.

PARC: The NodeTrix representation of this community has wide links going to George

Robertson, and also to the Berkeley community, Alison Woodruff in particular. Figure 17

is a zoomed-in view of the matrix showing the Alison Woodruff and Keith Edwards

community. It shows small sub-communities, such as the one centered on Peter Pirolli

connected to Stuart Card and Jock Mackinlay, the one centered on Alexander Aiken

connected to Alison Woodruff and the one centered on Elizabeth Mynatt, connected to

Keith Edwards. Ben Shneiderman also appears in this community, primarily because of a

single reference, the much-cited handbook “Readings in Information Visualization” he

coauthored with Stuart Card and Jock Mackinlay.

UMD-InfoVis: We did not break out this community as a separate chart, but we

annotated it off-axis in the original matrix. Several well-known InfoVis researchers appear

in this community: Tamara Munzner(British Columbia), Martin Wattenberg(IBM) and

Ben Shneiderman’s collaborators Christopher Ahlberg and Christopher Williamson. This

is easily explainable as an artifact of our reordering algorithm, which places the largest

groups in the center of the matrix as it computes a 1D ordering. Because of Ben

Shneiderman’s surprising appearance in the PARC cluster in the primary ordering, the

remainder of this community of which he is the center was pushed to the side of the

matrix, still intersecting with him but off-axis. Note that Ben’s cross pattern therefore

appears as separate vertical and horizontal pieces in the symmetrical upper and lower

matrices.

Communities of Each Conference. This section presents NodeTrix visualizations for

the CHI, UIST, InfoVis and AVI conferences separately, attempting to show both
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communities and important actors.

As we zoom into the NodeTrix visualization, the rows and columns of each matrix

become readable, and thick consolidated links resolve into specific links between individual

researchers. The figures do not provide detailed view of the whole networks here because

of the lack of space, but they show a few selective enlarged portions. However, it must be

kept in mind that we performed editing, analysis and labeling using interactions on the

representation (drag and dropping elements to and from matrices) and zooming to

produce these representations.

CHI: The organization of the co-authorship network containing only CHI data is shown

as a NodeTrix in Figure 19a. The matrix visualization of the whole largest component

revealed a main visual cluster centered around William Buxton and Thomas Moran. We

present a zoomed-in view of the matrix visualization showing this cluster in Figure 19b.

By interactively filtering and ordering the matrix visualization of the largest

component, we were able to distinguish five different communities (Figure 19b):

1. The largest community centered on William Buxton and Thomas Moran,

including Abigail Sellen, William Gaver, Paul Dourish and Shumin Zhai. We also notice

that a smaller community formed around Hiroshi Ishii;

2. The Brad Myers and Stuart Card community;

3. The community centered on Steve Benford and Chris Greenhalgh

4. The community centered on Ravin Balakrishnan and Ken Hinckley; and

5. The CMU community centered on Scott Hudson, Sara Kiesler and Robert Kraut.

Other zoomed views in the co-author matrix show interesting communities such as a

clique (fully connected community) formed by researchers of UMD and and the French

INRIA research institute, or the Microsoft Research community where collaboration

between researchers is strong (9 articles co-authored by Mary Czwerwinski and George
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Robertson).

It is interesting to note that the largest community in the NodeTrix visualization

above appears to be the one centered on Steven Benford and Chris Greenhalgh, but this is

only because we split up William Buxton’s community into several smaller ones. This

breakdown was natural, because Buxton’s matrix has many links to other matrices. This

indicates that William Buxton’s many collaborators are actually active in many small

communities, but all these communities are pulled into Buxton’s community by their

central members who collaborate with him, just as Ben Shneiderman’s UMD community

was dragged beside PARC. These strong effects of a few individuals on the ordering may

not be optimal for showing each group’s individual structure, but they do outline the

largest communities clearly. This is evident in the zoomed-in matrix view in Figure 19b,

which shows almost all the collaborators of William Buxton in a single clearly-delineated

view.

UIST: Figure 20 shows the largest component of the co-authorship network of UIST as

a NodeTrix visualization. Two sections have been enlarged to show several communities in

details.

First, central actors are identifiable because their large number of connections and

often make them bridges between communities. We can identify Ken Hinckley, Ravin

Balakrishnan, Elizabeth Mynatt, Scott Hudson and Keith Edwards as central actors in

UIST. It is interesting to notice that Elizabeth Mynatt is a bridge between the community

centered on Blair MacIntyre and the rest of the network. Similarly, Igarashi acts as a

bridge between researchers from University of Tokyo and the community centered on Jun

Rekimoto.

As before, the cross and block patterns indicate the extremes of collaboration via a

single individual and widespread collaboration between many members. In a node-link
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diagram, the cross becomes a star pattern: the others collaborate often with the center

actor but rarely with one other. Usually, this can be interpreted as a senior researcher

advising junior ones. In Figure 20, we can identify these types of communities centered on

Ravin Balakrishnan, Gordon Kurtenbach, Scott Hudson, and Keith Edwards and Jun

Rekimoto.

The zoomed-in matrix in the lower left corner of this figure shows the largest

community centered on Scott Hudson and Keith Edwards. In this community, we can

notice that collaborators of Keith Edwards tend to collaborate with each other, as shown

by the three blocks in the upper left corner of the matrix. Other examples of this pattern

can be found in two matrices labeled PARC as well as in the community centered on Ken

Hinckley: Microsoft Research, and the community labeled Berkeley. We characterize this

as a mixed pattern, with a dark cross centered on one researcher, but included in a fairly

dense block of mutual collaboration. As we previously saw for Ken Hinckley, the block

refers to the strong connections within Microsoft Research: the cross is composed of

researchers who only collaborate with Hinckley.

The zoom on the lower right corner clearly shows the two patterns. Ravin

Balakrishnan has a high number of collaborators who did not collaborate with each other,

whereas Forlines in the upper matrix is a bridge between two cliques of researchers who

collaborate extensively with each other.

InfoVis: Figure 21 shows the largest component of the co-authorship network of the

InfoVis conference. The lower right corner shows the overview of whole InfoVis matrix,

labeling the main actors of this network: PARC and Ben Shneiderman. The largest cross

identifiable is Ben, the most central actor in the InfoVis community.

The NodeTrix representation in the lower left corner shows how Ben Shneiderman

acts as a bridge to the other UMD researchers grouped in a community centered on Ben
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Bederson.

Finally, the upper part of the figure is a zoomed-in NodeTrix view showing how the

PARC community collaborates with other communities. It is interesting to note that

Berkeley and Microsoft Research strongly collaborate with each other. Similarly Stuart

Card, Jock Mackinlay and Ed Chi collaborators are strongly connected.

AVI: Because the co-authorship network of AVI is quite small, we were able to fit the

full matrix representation in Figure 22. This matrix is composed of many connected

component, identifiable as disconnected blocks placed on the matrix diagonal. We present

the details of several of these blocks as NodeTrix visualizations above and below the

diagonal. The NodeTrix view of the largest component displayed in the bottom left of the

picture shows that Patrick Baudisch from Microsoft Research is the central researcher of

this component. The zoomed-in view on the upper right side of the matrix shows the

connected component containing the most-cited researcher within AVI: Michel

Beaudouin-Lafon from the University of Paris-Sud.

The collaboration within AVI must be interpreted with caution, because the

conference has only become prominent since 2000 and is held only biannually (and also

because the 2002 data is missing). However, these features make this conference data an

interesting contrast to the others: a co-authorship network at a very different state of

maturity. Relative to CHI or UIST, its network is very disconnected and with very low

collaboration strength; since most research groups have only submitted a limited number

of articles here. It is interesting to note that this network still presents a small-world

effect, however.

Author-Author Collaboration. Finally, in Figure 23, we present node-link diagrams

of the co-authorship networks filtered by number of citations. The node darkness

represents the researchers’ number of citations, and the node size their total number of
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articles published. The darkness and width of the links redundantly encode the strength

of the collaboration, i.e. the number of co-authored articles.

These four node-link diagrams reveal how most cited authors collaborate with each

other. They highlight once again the three researchers Card-Mackinlay-Robertson who

collaborate in both the CHI and InfoVis communities.

The global trend is that the most cited-researchers are both the most prolific and

also have the largest number of collaborators. For all the conferences, most co-authors

collaborate with each other. Within CHI and UIST, we observe that these collaborations

are strong and shaped as a star pattern centered on the most cited authors: William

Buxton and Scott Hudson, who have a large number of co-authors, but these co-authors

do not collaborate strongly together.

Within InfoVis and AVI, the most-cited authors also have a high number of

collaborators. The pattern of collaboration of InfoVis is different from a single star shape:

the collaboration seems more distributed, which makes sense given the relatively

fragmented connected-component structure seen in Figure 14a.

Insights and Interpretation

In this section we try to interpret and summarize the results we collected during the

analysis process.

Strategies to Produce Key Articles

In light of our data exploration, we identified several different “strategies” that the

most-cited researchers (authors of key articles) could be said to follow.

Have the Right Idea at the Right Time Write a book or an article in an emerging

field. For example, Edward Tufte’s The Visual Display of Quantitative

Information (Tufte, 1983) presented key aspects of information visualizations just as
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personal computers and spreadsheets were giving a much larger group of people the

ability to create them. A second example is George Furnas, who wrote his article on

generalized fisheye views (Furnas, 1986) in the early years of the CHI conference.

Collaborate with Other Senior Researchers By working with other senior and

respected members of a field, you can achieve much more than you can on your own.

This strategy is clearly visible in Figure 4 where the collaboration

Card-Mackinlay-Robertson emerges.

Supervise a Good Number of (Good) Students Work with your students to

publish in few targeted conferences. This strategy is visible in the collaboration

patterns of the key InfoVis researcher Ben Shneiderman (Figure 21) and the CHI

key researcher—William Buxton (Figure 19a). The matrices in these Figures reveal

large “crosses” for both of them, meaning that these authors have a high number of

co-authors (students) who may not frequently collaborate with each other. As a

bonus, if you chose and taught them well, and they become successful and prolific

themselves, they may lift your numbers and connectivity even higher by

collaborating with you. For example, the InfoVis section of Figure 13 shows the

collaboration between Christopher Ahlberg and Ben Shneiderman.

Publish in the Right Conferences Select the venue for your papers wisely. The four

conferences chosen for analysis in this paper are all well-regarded in the field; yet,

there is a clear difference between their impact and average number of citations. The

CHI conference remains the most prestigious of these, with the highest number of

citations. However, UIST has a higher average number of citations per article, so it

would appear that UIST holds a higher overall quality than all of the other

conferences.
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Collaboration Strategies

Whereas the previous publication strategies are based primarily on the researcher’s

own abilities, two more rely on collaboration. We identified two that depend strongly on

the research environment. Co-authorship in private research institutions such as PARC or

Microsoft Research has a very different pattern from that in universities such as

University of Toronto or the University of Maryland. Researchers in the private

institutions collaborate with one another more freely; so they appear in matrix

representations such as (Figure 18) as blocks, showing that most of the researchers have

co-authored several articles together. The appearance of university research group

collaborations has a completely different pattern: each professor and senior researcher has

a cross pattern showing their co-authorship with a large number of students they advise.

The students rarely publish with one another or with outside researchers without

including their professor. For example, Figure 16 shows William Buxton’s collaborators.

These different patterns suggest that senior researchers within university research group

work on different topics or are in competition with each other, i.e. they relatively rarely

collaborate directly with each other.

Our interpretation is that each of the above strategies is well-adapted for its

institutional environment. In private institutions, researchers are judged by the number of

citations and their quality so they collaborate to produce the best possible articles. In

contrast, universities insist on clear delineation of each researcher’s contribution for tenure,

promotion and other rewards; the more individualistic strategy adopted by most professors

is rational: the merit of each non-student author is clear even if the overall impact is less.

Ben Shneiderman

A major figure of the HCI community, University of Maryland professor Ben

Shneiderman, applied an unusual mix of these strategies. He wrote reference books (which
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we do not study), authored seminal articles in the main conferences and collaborated with

most of the key researchers of the field. However, he collaborated with other senior

researchers exceptionally often for a professor. He co-authored articles with the senior

PARC trio of Card-Mackinlay-Robertson. However, his co-authorship pattern also shows

he advised several students over years.

However, Ben Shneiderman never worked for a private research institute, where even

more collaboration might have increased his impact. For example, while Stuart Card, Jock

Mackinlay and George Robertson were productive on their own, they reached a critical

mass of productivity when joining together at PARC. Furthermore, Ben Shneiderman

built his own research group instead of joining an existing one, like William Buxton did in

Toronto.

Invisible Researchers

The visualizations and statistics only show one part of the picture. Non-American

research centers are almost invisible. Why are so few authors from European, Asian and

South American research centers listed among the top researchers? This question requires

investigations deeper than the scope of this article allows, but it should raise questions

both for the selection process of the conferences and for the selection process of

non-American research centers. Are conferences outside North-America being evaluated

fairly? Is the review process of the CHI-UIST-InfoVis conferences strongly biased against

non-native-English speaking researchers?

Conclusions and Future Work

This article presents our analysis and visualization of a selection of publication

metadata of four major conferences in Human-Computer Interaction and Information

Visualization: the ACM Conference on Human Factors in Computing Systems (CHI), the

ACM Symposium on User Interface Software and Technology (UIST), the ACM Working
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Conference on Advanced Visual Interfaces (AVI), and the IEEE Symposium on

Information Visualization (InfoVis).

Instead of starting from a set of a priori questions, we relied on visual exploratory

analysis. This paper shows the visualizations we used, and describes some of the insights

we gleaned from them. We needed to use a breadth-first strategy because this form of

investigation raised so many additional questions that an exhaustive analysis of each in

turn was impractical. The results are presented as a combination of matrix and node-link

representations of the publication graphs. Given the incompleteness and noisiness of the

data, it is important to exercise caution when interpreting our results. Nevertheless, we

believe these insights will be a good first step in documenting the history of HCI for the

benefit of students, practitioners, and researchers alike.

This work took a somewhat unusual approach of performing visual exploratory data

analysis on the data of a scholarly community, instead of the more common confirmatory

approach of statistically evaluating its conformance with a model or a set of a priori

questions. This paper shows a number of visualizations we used, and describes some of the

insights we gleaned from them. What it does not describe are the many frustrations of

performing this work with existing tools. No existing package for community analysis or

graph drawing was adequate for more than a fraction of our needs. We needed to use a

variety of tools and do considerable ad hoc custom programming; yet still many

interesting questions could not be explored in the time available.

Another major frustration and limitation was the incompleteness of the data and the

biases that may have been introduced by the selection of available data and the process of

data cleaning (for instance, the result about number of references per paper appearing to

rise in recent years for which more references can be resolved.) Fortunately, making digital

library metadata complete and accurate for automated analysis has many benefits beyond

studies such as this one; so the source data quality is likely to improve rapidly. Part of the
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solution will be tools, such as the D-Dupe package that helped us resolve author identities,

and literature mining tools being developed for bioinformatics and many other fields.

These can resolve divergent author names and other inaccuracies in article citations with

much less need for manual curation than ours required. At the same time, digital libraries

and online resources will eliminate ambiguity closer to the source. Informal wiki-style

repositories can use community editing may suffice. For definitive repositories such as

digital libraries, authors could receive secure IDs allowing them to correct ambiguities in

their own author and publication identifiers. Finally, when authoring tools, bibliography

and article submission websites have authors of new papers select their citations from

standardized lists, they will only need to verify that they have the correct reference once.

Improving the metadata quality will raise the quality of analyzes and visualizations.

These will permit much deeper and more reliable understanding of what organizational,

environmental or personal factors improve research, beyond the simple quantitative

measures used today.
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Figure Captions

Figure 1. Resolved and unresolved references. References between the four conferences are

resolved completely. Other references contained in the ACM DL are resolved with a unique

identifier but no other information. References outside the ACM DL are not resolved.

figure.1 Figure 2. Timeline of the CHI, UIST, AVI and InfoVis conferences. The

solid bars indicate the coverage of our publication data; AVI 2002 is missing.

figure.2 Figure 3. Statistics for authors and articles.

figure.3 Figure 4. Overviews of the HCI field in terms of collaboration

(co-authorship). Each node represents a researcher with its size showing the number of

articles published and its darkness represents the number of citations. Links represent

co-authorship. Their width is the strength of these relations.

figure.4 Figure 5. Overviews of the HCI field in terms of influence (citations). Each

node represents a researcher with its size showing the number of articles published and its

darkness represents the number of citations. Links represent citations. Their width is the

strength of these relations.

figure.5 Figure 6. Top 20 most referenced articles.

figure.6 Figure 7. Acceptance rate for CHI.

figure.7 Figure 8. Statistics per conference.

figure.8 Figure 9. Keyword frequency cloud for all four conferences (100 terms).

figure.9 Figure (a). Number of accepted articles

subfigure.8.1 Figure (b). Average number of references per article
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subfigure.8.2 Figure (c). Number of citations per article

subfigure.8.3 Figure (d). Average number of citations per article

subfigure.8.4 Figure 10. Keyword frequency cloud for AVI, InfoVis, UIST and CHI

(50 terms each).

figure.10 Figure 11. Keyword timeline for all four conferences from 1983 to 2006.

Terms are listed in chronological order of appearance. Darkness indicates high density.

figure.11 Figure 12. Matrix of inter- and intra-conferences citation networks.

Conferences are grouped by category and ordered by year. Number of references in rows,

number of citations in columns

figure.12 Figure (a). Conference citations

subfigure.12.1 Figure (b). Conference impact

subfigure.12.2 Figure 13. Author citation networks for CHI, UIST, InfoVis and

AVI. Networks are filtered by number of citations, showing only how most-cited

researchers cite one other. Size and colors indicate the number of citations. Nodes are

filtered by number of citations.

figure.13 Figure 14. Macro structure of co-authorship networks.

figure.14 Figure (a). Co-authorship connected components: size(log10) vs. number

subfigure.14.1 Figure (b). Connected component count and size per conference

subfigure.14.2 Figure (c). Statistics for other fields
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subfigure.14.3 Figure 15. Largest component of the co-authorship for all

conferences. We annotated the whole matrix with the different communities’ labels (lower

left corner ), a zoom of the Microsoft Research cluster is provided on the lower right

corner. Shades in the headers row and column indicate the number of citations. We

dragged the visual clusters into a NodeTrix visualization, edit them and present the

visualization in the upper part of the figure.

figure.15 Figure 16. Zoom on the main cluster: CMU-Toronto based upon the

matrix of co-authorship for all conferences. In rows, areas are the number of articles a

researcher published, in column the number of citations. Values in the matrix indicate

number of articles published together.

figure.16 Figure 17. Zoom on a PARC community based upon the matrix of

co-authorship for all conferences. In rows, areas are the number of articles a researcher

published, in column the number of citations. Values in the matrix indicate number of

articles published together.

figure.17 Figure 18. Zoom on a community CSCW - UMD based upon the matrix

of co-authorship for all conferences. In rows, areas are the number of articles a researcher

published, in column the number of citations. Values in the matrix indicate number of

articles published together.

figure.18 Figure 19. CHI co-authorship network. Values in the matrix indicate

number of articles published together.

figure.19 Figure (a). Overview of the CHI co-authorship network

subfigure.19.1 Figure (b). The largest CHI community centered on William Buxton

and Thomas Moran
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subfigure.19.2 Figure 20. UIST co-authorship network.

figure.20 Figure 21. The largest component of the co-authorship network of

InfoVis. Communities are displayed as matrices.

figure.21 Figure 22. AVI co-authorship network is composed of many separate

connected components. This figure shows the matrix of the complete network. Distinct

connected components are visible in the matrix as non-connected blocks on the diagonal.

Details of several of these components are shown in more details as NodeTrix

representations with labels we consider representative. On the upper right of the matrix is

the detailed component containing the most cited researcher in AVI. On the lower left of

the matrix is the largest connected component.

figure.22 Figure 23. Co-authorship networks filtered by number of citations within

the community. Nodes represent researchers: size shows the number of articles published

to the conference, darkness shows the number of citations by articles of this conference.

Links represent co-authorship, their width is the number of articles co-authored. These

node-link diagrams use the LinLog layout with some manual modification to avoid label

superposition.

figure.23
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(a) Conference citations

(b) Conference impact
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(a) Co-authorship connected components: size(log10) vs. number

All 4 CHI UIST InfoVis AVI

Number of authors 5 109 3 422 956 325 375

Number of articles 3 209 1 943 542 152 159

Articles per author 1.8 1.6 1.6 1.5 1.2

Authors per article 2.8 2.8 2.8 2.7 2.8

Average number of collaborators 4 4 3.8 3.2 2.9

Giant component 49% 50% 49% 13% 9%

Number of components 929 627 169 291 99

(b) Connected component count and size per conference

Measure Biomed HEP CS HCI

Number of authors 152 0251 56 627 11 994 23 624

Number of articles 216 3923 66 652 13 169 22 887

Articles per author 6.4 11.6 2.6 2.2

Authors per article 3.8 9.0 2.2 2.3

Average number of collaborators 18.1 173 3.6 3.7

Giant component 92.6% 88.7% 57.2% 51.3%

Mean distance 4.6 4.0 9.7 6.8











(a) Overview of the CHI co-authorship network

(b) The largest CHI community centered on William Buxton and Thomas

Moran
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